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"Subject both of science and art, the landscape functions as a mirror
and a lens: in it we see the space we occupy and ourselves as we occupy it."
Jacob Bronowski 1973
An affiliation between landscape and art is not
a new notion. The source of the word
Landscape is rooted in the Dutch and English
landscape school of painting and the
Landscape genre in art often underpins our
approach to landscape design. A traditional
prominence of the aesthetic visual qualities
present in landscape design is seen as the
influence of the eighteenth century English
aesthetic movement - the Picturesque. Critics
have ascribed a visual dominance and a
perceived need "to beautify" that underpins
many contemporary landscape designs to the
Picturesque. Such a "concealing" approach is
believed responsible for designs that do not
promote environmental health.
Another relationship between Landscape
and Art evolved during the 1960s. LandArt,
which later evolved into Environmental Art,
introduced a new dimension in the relationship
between art and landscape when North
American artists such as Michael Heizer and
Robert Smithson exported art from the indoor
gallery exhibit into the landscape. This trend
was both an expression of and a catalyst for
environmental concerns and as such represents
art's role as the merger of ethics and aesthetics.
This fusion of art and the ecological
environmental ethos lies at the heart of Wendy
Duggan's 2002 Major Design project at
Lincoln University. fn an attempt to restore
the ecological health of the neglected
Christchurch Heathcote River and Estuary
floodplain Duggan explored how the notion of
landscape as art could extend itself beyond
both the gallery and the environmental art
t.radition to become what she coined as an
arts cape: an integration of landscape and art.
Her challenge was to find the appropriate
response to a site that is currently abused and
seen as the "back doorstep" of industrial
activity. By using the concept of art as the
merger of ethics and aesthetics Duggan's
design has the potential to change community
perceptions and allow people to appreciate and
enjoy ecological values that are inherent in an
estuary environment.
Duggan adopted an interdisciplinary
approach to the site. Blending the boundaries
between ecology, history, engineering,
horticulture and art has allowed her to
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synthesise and implement her vision of
artscape: The land displayed as art, art
displayed within the landscape. Her design
extends beyond the Environmental Art tradition
of taking a work of art out of the gallery into
the open environment; Duggan utilises the
landscape itself both as the gallery space
within which an exhibit lies and as the
landscape being an exhibit in itself.
THE DESIGN

The land is divided to create several 'rooms' of
the gallery, while retaining the sculptural
character of the site as a whole. The
delineation is a result of patterns driven by the
ecological restoration and re-establishment of
natural waterways and the use of existing water
channels. The impact of the water features in
that landscape is dramatic and the landscape as
art can also be enjoyed as a large-scale distant
visual experience viewed from the summit of
Christchurch's Port Hills. Restorative native
vegetation reinforces the patterns creating a
powerful mix of particular colour and texture.
Each of the areas or "rooms" act as a
backdrop for large-scale sculptures and
installations. On a smaller scale, each of the
areas has art pavilions, allowing for artwork on
a more intimate scale to be viewed. The
character of these art pavilions is dependent on
the particul ar qualities of the landscape in
which they are located. One such area
highlights contours that are indicative of past
shorelines - revealing the dynamics of a
geomorphic process that has a time scale
beyond a human life span. The pavilion
located by the river-edge reflects the rise and
fall of the tide, another natural process that
holds a temporal dimension, at a different scale
to a geological time frame.
The cultural history of the site is
acknowledged in many ways and is mostly
accentuated by the choice of materials in the
design elements . Most elements are
constructed out of materials found on site,
such as corrugated iron, concrete water pipes,
railroad sleepers and remnants of railroad
tracks.
One of the most apparent remnants of the
past cultural history of artscape are the landfill
areas. Adjacent to the river, the raised contours

of these landfills stand out in contrast to the
flatness of the floodplain. The difference in
relief, and character of the underlying layers of
earth is highlighted by the choice of planting.
Rows of young cabbage trees are planted in a
linear fashion , their straight and upright form
act as natural "tombstones" on thi s land. As the
layers of earth in the landfill are naturally
regenerated, the form of the mature cabbage
trees will reflect this process, becoming less
lineal and formal and no longer "tombstone"
like, but more organic in form. As visitors
move through artscape they are made aware of
nature's restorative processes and the
integration of ecology and art.
The existing historical theme-park where
the first railway in New Zealand is located is
transformed into artists' quarters and
workshops. The village design is sculptural in
character and the main focus in the village
square is a water feature playing on the
dynamics of water runoff from the paved
surfaces and rooftops of the buildings. It tells
the story of the efforts of people to drain the
floodplain and utilises materials and elements
that are connected to the site, such as the water
tower used to supply water to the steam trains
of the past.
One of the principles that drove the design
of artscape was to allow community interaction
with this landscape. Circulation patterns had
to, however, rely on balancing movement
through some of the ecologically fragile areas.
In addition, decision making about the location
of paths had to consider whether the journey
through the landscape ought to be well-defined
and sequential directing movement in a
particular way, or random and diffused, offering
access and choice of direction over the site.
For Duggan, the concept of artscape became
a vehicle to incorporate ethics and aesthetics.
By integrating ecological restoration with
historical and contemporary art, a neglected and
abused landscape became a place that offers a
rich and gratifying experience at a variety of
scales while maintaining the environmental
legacy of landscape architecture. 1111
Wendy Duggan 's Major Design project was
supervised by landscape architects Kevin
Connery and Shelley Egoz.
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Above: The main focus in the village squ.are is a water feature that employs rai" runoff. 1: The restoration of waterways reinforced by
plantillg creates th e differel1t gallery "room s': 2: The (/ral/1atic SC lllptllral for m CUll he seell from 1I distal'lce. 3: A pa vilio1l di splays (lr t al lIlI
illtilllate scale; it is also pm·t of a water cha"nel that highlights the past shoreli1le. 4: Industrial materials a"d rows of cabbage trees set ill
tlte /(f1ltI scape ae ate tellsion nnd sense of r/1'IIIIUl . 5 : 'Wnter is nrti cli/(ited Oil site ill a vI1I'ie ty II/IVays. 6: Na live pllllliillg I1l1d lise of
materials take" from the industrial site form the village's unique character.
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